Learning movement primitive from unstructured demonstrations has become a popular topic in recent years, which provides a natural way to endow human-inspired skills to robots. The main idea of movement primitives is that should suffice to reconstruct a large set of complex manipulation tasks. However, conventional learning methods mostly focus on the kinesthetic variables and ignore those critical introspective capacities in manipulation such as movement generalization and assessment of the sensory signals. In this paper, we investigate the association of generalization, fault detection, fault diagnoses, and task exploration during manipulation task, and call such movement primitives augmented with introspective capacities Introspective Movement Primitives (IMP). With our previous work, this paper mainly addresses how IMPs can be acquired by assessing the quality of multimodal sensory data of unstructured demonstrations and how they can incrementally create manipulation task by reverse execution and human interaction. Experimental evaluation on a human-robot collaborative packaging task with a Rethink Baxter robot, results indicate that our proposed method can effectively increase robustness towards external perturbations and adaptive exploration during robot manipulation task.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of collaborative robots [1] , robots are increasingly moving forward from the traditional structured environment of industrial manufacturing to the unstructured, dynamical, and shared work-space of co-existence, collaboration and integration with human beings. Although lots of robot control algorithms with stronger robustness and stability had been proposed in recent decade [2] , but they can not precisely model the unstructured environment, unexpected abnormal events (as shown in Figure 1 ) are likely to occur [3] - [5] . A generally accepted solution is recently The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Okyay Kaynak .
proposed for endowing the robot with longer autonomy and safer human-robot collaborative environment, which by integrating the robot with multiple sensors for sensing the interacting environment and achieving the self-monitoring upon external disturbances by real-time assessing the multimodal sensory signals [6] . As humans, segmenting and reconstructing movement primitives is a key for improvement and development during daily activities [7] . Such prior knowledge alters our manipulation [8] , e.g. to execute complex and multi-step task in a more cautious way. As such, a set of multi-functional movement primitives [9] should be inspired for robots from human demonstrations rather than only learn the kinematic valuables [10] , [11] . Additionally, the acquired movement primitives should be easily reconstructed in unseen scenarios and incrementally explored by human modification when unexpected fault event occurs [12] . In this paper, we attempt to equip robots with a set of introspective capacities that allow them to assess the quality of their sensory data, hindsight bias, etc. is correspondingly believed to greatly improve the overall performance of human-robot collaboration system.
Towards incrementally learning the robot manipulation task, Learning from Demonstration (LfD) provides a valuable reference in recent decades [13] , [14] . LfD by simply focused on learning a consistent performing policy from a few demonstrations of a simple task with a well-defined starting and goal configuration which often fails for achieving the complex tasks with a single policy. Therefore, learning to represent the complex tasks from unstructured demonstrations provided by sequential sub-tasks, or movement primitives that are associated with generalization, fault detection, fault diagnoses, and task exploration, which may be reusable in complex and multi-step tasks [15] , [16] . For this reason, recent work has aimed at associating the multimodal signals and historical experiences the process of learning from demonstrations [17] . Collectively, three key issues are considered to incrementally learn introspective movement primitives from a set of unstructured demonstrations in this paper. First, the robot must be able to autonomously acquiring the kinesthetic demonstrations and assessing the quality of multimodal sensory signals, i.e. Bayesian nonparametric learning of underlying dynamics. Second, fast implementation of the complex task representation by segmenting the demonstrations into movement primitives that have the introspective capability for generalizing to new task settings. Third, achieving the incrementally task exploration when the unexpected fault event occurs. In particular, for designing the effective robot task exploration, the theories from expected utility, inverse reinforcement learning, and probabilistic models are being considered. Particularly, probabilistic models are trained from human intention and such models would only capture the likelihood of a human selection and miss deeper insights of the task. Inverse Reinforcement Learning can learn a policy [18] , we are studying whether we could integrate decision making processes from multiple users.
It's also difficult to measure the motivation of users to select a given node.
II. MULTIMODAL INTROSPECTION SYSTEM A. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
This paper aims to facilitate the introspective capacities during robot multimodal manipulation tasks. We first consider the problem of how to achieve the high-efficiency representation of robot complex tasks by learning from human demonstrations. Although this problem has been attracted extensive attention in recent years, it still remain many issues to be solved. To address the problem of the representation of robot complex, multi-step task, we conventionally segment the task into multiple sub-tasks or movements manually and formulate them in a directed graph fashion, which lead to the weak exploration capability. This paper address how the IMPs can be acquired by incrementally learning from unstructured demonstrations, which is based on our previous Sense-Plan-Act-Introspect-Recover (SPAIR) system, details in [19] . The SPAI is fist designed for multimodal perception and learning during robot manipulation task, which easily record and synchronize the multimodal signals from different sensors in varying frequency. The supporting sensors including but not limited to the force-torque sensor, tactile sensor, and RGBD camera as well as robot proprioception. Additionally, all those sensory signals would be published at a given frequency by resampling, e.g. 100HZ, and recorded using the rosbag module in ROS framework [20] . Although many of these issues have aleady been addressed individually, no existing movement primitives methods that we aware of has jointly addressed them all in a principled manner.
In this work, we first argument the task representation by segmenting the unstructured demonstrations using Bayesian nonparametric methods and then improve the introspective capabilities for each discrete movement primitive that initially presented in our SPAIR framework that consists of four components: (i) Task representation, (ii) Movement generation techniques [12] , [21] - [23] , (iii) Introspective modules that detect and diagnose the unexpected faults (including the internal and external factors), (iv) Task exploration policies is performed with respect to the results of the fault diagnosis. Here, we still introduce the introspection portion of the framework that enables robots to better understand their streaming multimodal signals at a high-level [24] , [25] .
Specifically, the task segmentation, fault detection and fault diagnosis can be implemented through the generative methods such as the Bayesian non-parametric time series model or deep learning method. With the help of the task generalization and introspective capabilities for each movement primitives, two task exploration policies are proposed for responding the faults: reverse execution or human interaction. These policies can be learned from the context of manipulation tasks in an increasing manner. An overview of our SPAI framework can be described by a graph G composed of N b behaviors (or sub-tasks) B, which are interconnected by edges E such that G : {B, E}, B = {B 1 , ..,
Behaviors in turn consist of nodes N and edges E , such that: B = {N , E}. Nodes can be understood as phases of a manipulation task. In our work, we prefer to name them milestones N i = (1, . . . , N I ), as they indicate particularly important achievements in a task. With task exploration behaviors, we may introduce a exploring nodes N ij in-between milestones creating a new branch to the subsequent milestone. It is also possible to introduce further exploring nodes N ijk on already existing branches. The full set of nodes in a task then is described as the union of milestone nodes with all branched nodes
In our framework, a node is composed of modules. Modules are dependent processes that play a key role in the execution of a manipulation phase and could include demonstration collection, segmentation, movement learning, introspection, task representation and exploration, vision, natural language processing, navigation, as well as higher level agents. In this work, we restrict a node to segmentation, generalization, introspection and exploration modules.
B. LEARNING FOR UNSTRUCTURED DEMONSTRATIONS
As we know, a sentence in language is made up of words according to grammatical rules, and a word is made up of letters according to word formation. Correspondingly, a complex and multi-step robot manipulation task can be represented as a sentence, in which a coupled robot movement primitive is equivalent to a word, and the robot movement primitive of each degree of freedom (DoF) of can be considered as letter such that the robot manipulation task can be represented with a set of movement primitives. To this end, how to effectively learn a multi-functional movement primitive is a critical problem for intelligent robot performing complex tasks in unstructured environment. If so, that is an interesting idea for generalizing the task representation with respect to the external adjustment as well as improving the diversity and adaptability of tasks. As a consequence, the task is consist of sequential movement primitives, which not only take the kinesthetic variables into consideration but also equip with introspective capacities such as the identification of movement, fault detection and fault diagnoses. We now introduce a Bayesian nonparametric model for robust learning the underlying dynamics from unstructured demonstrations.
1) DEMONSTRATIONS
Generally, capturing the demonstrations by receiving the multimodal input from the end-user, such as a kinesthetic demonstration. The only restriction on the multimodal data is that all the signals must be able to be synchronously recorded at the same frequency, i.e. temporal alignment. Additionally, the multimodal data at each time step should include the Cartesian pose and velocity of the robot end-effector (in case of object-grasping, will along with any other relevant data about the end-effector, e.g. the open or closed status of the gripper and the relative distance between the end-effector and object.) as well as the signals from F/T sensor and tactile sensor. Subsequently, the recorded Cartesian pose and velocity trajectory of the end-effector will be referred to as the kinematic demonstration trajectory for controlling the robot motion, and the recorded signals of F/T sensor and tactile sensor are applied for learning the introspective capacities.
2) BAYESIAN NONPARAMETRIC TIME SERIES LEARNING Ideally, the robot must have the means for recognizing repeated underlying dynamics and generalizing them to new scenarios given a set of multimodal trajectories of a predefined task. To this end, generative Bayesian models that have been widely applied to model the multimodal trajectories, Hidden Markov models (HMMs) that segment sequential signals into comprehensible hidden states that are assumed Markovian [26] , [27] , the graphical representation as shown in Figure 2 . However, the number of hidden states is limited by its a priori determination and fixed throughout the modeling process. The conventional HMM limited ability to model complex dynamics due to the assumption that observations are conditionally independent given the state [28] . Instead, the Bayesian non-parametric techniques were investigated for modelling HMMs through priors with an unbounded number of hidden states [29] . Thereby, we used a Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) priors to learn HMMs with infinite hidden states [30] . Additionally, a switching vector auto-regressive (VAR) is considered to model multimodal observation sequences for improving the consistency during robot manipulation task for strengthening the temporal coherency [31] , and its observation at each time step should consist of features extracted from an force and torque sensor, robot joint encoders, and a tactile sensor mounted on the end-effector.
For this reason, a nonparametric Bayesian Hidden Markov Model is used to parse the demonstrations into segments (i.e. movement primitives) that can be explained by a set of the latent state z i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K }, where K is the dimension of latent space. Particularly, we investigate the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process Hidden Markov Vector Autoregressive Model (HDP-VAR-HMM) for learning the complex dynamical phenomenon during robot manipulation. The graphical representation is shown in Figure 2 . The HDP-VAR-HMM allows the equivalent statistical features to be shared across demonstrations and the latent state sequences should have a similar pattern for a designed task. Thus, the task can be defined by employing a feature-based representation in which each movement primitive corresponds to a latent state (e.g. z 1 ) that may or may not be included in a certain demonstration. Additionally, this representation allows each trajectory to transition between movement primitives in a unique way, so that movement primitives can be identified flexibly in a variety of scenarios, while still retaining globally shared properties.
Assume that N multimodal trajectories via kinesthetic demonstration are collected for learning the common dynamics among them. To jointly model those trajectories using the proposed HDP-VAR-HMM, where each trajectory n ∈ N is represented as a multivariate time series that including multidimensional observation data y n = [y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y T ] at time t. Take a robot common manipulation task as example, y t ∈ R d could be an instant of wrench force, torque, and end effector velocity, where d is the total dimensionality of observed features. In HDP-VAR-HMM, each observation y t is interpreted by a positive integer, named hidden state z t = k ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .}. A countably infinite set of consecutive integers z t that should be satisfied with the requirements that an initial probabilistic state distributions π 0 and a infinite transition distribution {π} ∞ k=1 are generated using Markovian method. Consequently, the state sequence for all t > 1 with Markovian structure can be intuitively formulated as
According to Equation 1, the hidden state z t−1 indexes all observations y t are assigned with z t−1 at time step t. Since that, the observation y t given specific hidden state z t = k can be drew from its corresponding observation likelihood functions.
Since we assign the emission model of HDP-VAR-HMM as the first-order auto-regressive Gaussian likelihood. As such, each observation y t are considered to be a noisy linear combination of the previous observation y t 1 
plus additive
Gaussian white noise and can be expressed as
Since the is assumed with zero mean, each state k should described with two dynamic parameters {A k , k }, where, A k is a d × d matrix of regression coefficients that defines the expected value of each successive observation as E[y t |y t−1 ] = A k y t−1 , and k is a d × d symmetric positive definite matrix that defines the covariance matrix of state k. Then, the problem turns into how to calculate the VAR observation likelihood?
Therefore, the Gaussian regression observation model explains a observed data pairs of input y t and y t−1 , and output z t , which is different from the HMM case. Resulting that each input is a vector of length y ∈ R d , while each output is a scalar. With this dimension reduction, the task segmentation by grouping the unique hidden states. In particular, we focus on a generative model for learning the output data that depends on y t . As presented in [31] , there are various generative models can be considered, such as full-covariance Gaussian, diagonal-covariance Gaussian, are possible for the observed input data. Consequently, the VAR observation likelihood can be directly define by the multivariate Gaussian log-likelihood function at specific state z k ,
However, we often do not know the parameters of this distribution, but instead to estimate them precisely. We need to approximate the values θ k = {A k , k } for each state by defining its conjugate prior distribution. Fortunately, when both the A k and k are uncertain, we consider the Matrix Normal Inverse Wishart (MNIW) distribution as conjugate prior. MNIW first assumes that only the covariance k is uncertain, and then the conjugate prior can be easily defined as a d−dimensional Inverse Wishart (IW) distribution with covariance parameter , a symmetric, positive definite scale matrix, and ν, the degrees of freedom, i.e. k ∼ IW(ν, ), where the first moment is given by the mean
After that, we place a conditionally Matrix-Normal (MN) prior on A k given k , which is given by
where M is the mean matrix of A k and V is a symmetric, positive definite matrix that determine the covariance of A k relative to k . Therefore, we derive the useful expectations
The resulting log-likelihood function of joint distribution of
where,
where (·) denotes the gamma function. Therefore, all the optional hyper-parameters of the likelihood function of HDP-VAR-HMM in Equation 3 are formulated by four parameters ν, , M , V . Obviously, when these four parameters are known, the method is computationally feasible. The detailed options is assigned in Section IV through experiments and more detailed derivation process of the formulation can be found in our previous work [19] . So for, we can model the underlying dynamics from a set of unstructured demonstrations such that the problem turns into how to learn the unknown parameters in approximate fashion?
To effectively learn the parameters of this infinite model according to the Equation 1. We simply the probabilistic representation of transition distribution π j under the HDP-VAR-HMM prior, the number of states is unbounded and every observation assigned a unique state. The HDP prior encourages sharing states over time through a latent root probability vector β over the infinite set of states (see Figure 2 ). Consider the probability ∞ j=1 β j = 1 on a countably infinite set, where defines the sticking-breaking construction of the prior on β and first draws independent variable µ j ∼ Beta (1, γ ) for each state j, and then sets β j = µ j j−1 =1 (1 − µ ), where the concentration parameter γ controls the relative proportion of the weights β j . Here, we interpret µ j as the conditional probability of choosing state j amongs states {j, j + 1, j + 2, . . .}. To learn parameters from infinite model, we assume the first K orders in stick-breaking as the most common states for associating the most information and ignore the remaining states, such that their probabilities can be represented with the vector [β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β K , β >K ], where β >K = ∞ j=K +1 . Given this K + 1 dimensional probability vector β, the HDP-VAR-HMM transition distributions π j for each state j is simplified by a Dirichlet distribution with mean equal to β and variance governed by concentration parameter α > 0. That is,
Additionally, the starting probability vector π 0 should affect the learning efficiency. Here, we fixed it derived from the same prior, but with much smaller variance, π 0 ∼ Dir(α 0 β) with α 0 α, which denotes that few starting states are observed. We can implement the parameters learning, but we aim to capture the sufficient dynamics of given multivariate time series that would have strong temporal consistency. Thus, we should treat each observation in the context of its predecessors for improving the temporal consistency, instead of assigning variable states in a short time period. To address this problem, we introduce a ''sticky'' parameter κ of favors self-transition by assigning extra prior mass on the transition probability π jj . Thus, the transition representation in Equation 8 can be formulated in a temporally consistent way, that is
where κ > 0 governs the degree of self-transition bias. Informally, we attempt to keep the dynamical phenomenon consistency for many time-steps by increasing the expected probability of self-transition.
C. COMPLEX TASK REPRESENTATION
Learning from demonstration (LfD) has been extensively used to program the robots, which aiming to provide a natural way to transfer human skills to robot. LfD is proposed by simply teaching a robot how to perform a task as humanlike, in which users can demonstrate new tasks as needed without any prior knowledge about the robot. However, LfD often yields weak interpretation about the environment as well as the task always is single step and lab-level such that lacks of robust generalization capabilities in dynamic scenarios, especially for those complex, multi-step tasks, e.g. human-robot collaborative kitting task designed in this paper.
For this reason, we present the powerful algorithms that draw from recent advances in Bayesian nonparametric HMMs for automatically segment and leverage repeated dynamics at multiple levels of abstraction in unstructured demonstrations. The discovery of repeated dynamics provides discriminating insights for understanding the task invariants, high-level description from scratch, and appropriate features for the task. In this paper, these discoveries could be concatenated using a finite state representation of the task, and consisted of movement primitives that are flexible and reusable. Thus, this implementation provides robust generalization and transfers in complex, multi-step robotic tasks. We now introduce a flowchart which integrates three major modules that critical for implementing the complex task representation from unstructured demonstrations.
1) SEGMENTATION
The aim of the segmentation is exploring the hidden state representation of the demonstrations, in which a specific hidden state usually denotes the clustering observations would be sampled from a statistical model, e.g. multivariate Gaussian distribution. Hidden state space modeling of multivariate time-series is one of the most important tasks in representation learning by dimensional reduction. In this work, we propose the segmentation approach is a hidden state determined with Bayesian non-parametric hidden Markov model, which leads to tackle the generalization problem in a more natural way to meet the need of real-world applications.
As we discussed above, the HDP-VAR-HMM interpreted each observation y t by assigning to a single hidden state z t , where the hidden state value is derived from a countably infinite set of consecutive integers z t = k ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , K }. We denote s to represent all the parameters of the trained HDP-VAR-HMM from nominal demonstrations, including the hyper-parameters for learning the posterior and the parameters for the observation model definition.
Here, the z would be a variable value, that is, we can concatenate the derived hidden state sequences and group the starting and goal observations for each sequence, respectively. Assume that we record N multimodal demonstrations via kinesthetic fashion and jointly model them using the HDP-VAR-HMM, result in N hidden state sequences Z =
Here, the problem is to segment the demonstrations into time intervals associated with individual movement primitives by state-specific way. Thereby, refer to [32] for achieving the speaker diarization, we also should guarantee the derived hidden state sequence can better capture the temporal persistence during robot manipulation task, which by reducing the frequency of hidden state transition and expect to increase the self-transition probability. An example for illustrating the hidden state segmentation is shown in Figure 3 . 
2) FINITE STATE MACHINE
Defining the set M as the union of all the unique states z ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K } from the derived hidden state sequences Z = {Z 1 , Z 2 , . . . , Z N , }, a Finite State Machine (FSM) that represents the task can designed to be constructed by creating nodes 1 N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N m , where K ≤ m and each element should correspond to the same hidden state z. For k ∈ {1, . . . , m}, each node N k is assigned a set of M k of all exemplars that have the same hidden state and executing phase, and the starting and goal pose are also recorded with N s , N e , respectively. A m × m transition matrix T can then be constructed, where each element T i,j is originally set to 1 if there exists a directed transition from N i to N j , and 0 otherwise. We will implement the incremental task exploration by modulating this transition value as described in Section III in two ways. Consequently, we hopefully learn the robot complex task representation by formulating each state of constructed finite state machine using a state-specific movement primitive technique.
3) LEARNING MOVEMENT PRIMITIVE FROM ONE-SHOT DEMONSTRATION
Learning movement primitive has been commonly applied to solve different robot tasks in isolation. This usually requires either careful feature engineering, or a significant number of demonstrations. This is far from what we desire: ideally, robots should be able to learn from very few demonstrations of any given complex task, and instantly generalize to new situations of the same task, without requiring task-specific engineering. In this paper, we explore the Dynamical Movement Primitives (DMPs) for achieving such capability for equipping robot with the aforementioned generalization capability of movement primitive, which provides a framework for describing the dynamical systems as set of nonlinear differential equations. DMPs guarantee the stability and convergence by introducing an additional canonical system and also provide simple mechanisms for LfD. Particularly, a discrete movement DMP can be formulated by the transformation system, that is
where, the Equation 11 is an extended PD control signal with spring and damping constants K and D respectively, position and velocity x and v, goal g, scaling s, and temporal scaling factor τ . The scaling term originates from an additional system that controls the system's phase execution by
where, the scalar α can be an arbitrary constant. Additionally, the forcing term f (s) in Equation 11 is used to alter attractor point dynamics and achieve an arbitrary trajectory, which commonly learned from an one-sot demonstration [21] . Thus, along with the Equation 11 , the forcing term f (s) can be formulated as a phase-dependent linear combination of a set of basis functions ψ i (s) (often use the Gaussian basis function), that is,
where, the basis function ψ(s) is formulated with mean c i and variance h i . Then, the forcing item is represented the linear combination of basis functions with variable weights w i and normalization constant i ψ i (s). Phase s monotonically varies from 1 to 0 and controls phase progress by activating Gaussian centered at c i . The decreasing phase value ensures that the contribution of the forced term disappears and returns to the simpler point attractor dynamics to converge to the target. Thus, the (g − x) term in Equation 11 that with respect to spatio-temporal scaling, which performs spatial scaling for guaranteeing the system can adjust to varying goals immediately. While the τ variable in Equation 11 is designed for allowing the system to speed up or slow down the execution of a movement. Generally, the forcing term weights are learned from a kinesthetic demonstration with pose x(t), velocityẋ as well as accelerationẍ with duration T are extracted as in [8] . After learning movement primitive from One-shot demonstration, the target forcing turn of an unseen scenario is computed by adjusting Equation 11, integrating Equation 12 to convert from time to phase, and substituting appropriate values to yield,
Next, the goal is set to g = x(T ) and τ is selected such that a DMP reaches 95% convergence at t = T before using standard linear regression to compute the weights w i . An example for illustrating the cumulative log-likelihood curves of normal and anomalous trials for a specific movement primitive skills. As such, the HDP-VAR-HMM is derived by feeding normal trials. The blue curves of normal trials indicate the cumulative log-likelihood incrementally grows along with time, and the red curves of anomalous trials denote the cumulative log-likelihood will decline sharply when fault occurs. The black curve represents the expect cumulative log-likelihood, which would be combined with the variance for defining the fault threshold.
D. INTROSPECTIVE CAPACITIES 1) FAULT DETECTION
Fault detection is based on the notion that during nominal tasks the cumulative likelihood L (computed by Equation 3) has similar patterns across trials of the same robot movement primitive. If so, the expected cumulative log-likelihood µ(L) derived in training can be used to implement an fault threshold ρ. Initially, we consider a likelihood curve L generated from training data for a given movement primitive m. Then, for current time step in an indexed movement primitive m t , the fault threshold is set to
where c is a real-valued constant that is multiplied by the standard deviation σ to change the threshold. Here, we are only interested in the lower (negative) bound. Then, a fault is flagged if the cumulative likelihood crosses the threshold at any time: if log P(y 1:t normal ) < ρ m t : fault, else nominal. An intuitive illustration of explaining the the cumulative log-likelihood curves of normal and anomalous trials for a specific movement primitive as shown in Figure 4 .
2) FAULT DIAGNOSES
Besides the fault detection, if robot can deeply know what cause the faults should improve the robustness. The fault diagnoses is triggered for identifying the failure causes once an fault is detected. We assume that a fault sample is defined by extracting a short sequential data in a specific periods where fault detected. We consider the problem of fault diagnoses based on a set of multivariate time series. That is, to find a mapping function f (y n ) = c n given the i.i.d training samples Y = {y n } N n=1 , C = {c n } N n=1 , where y n = [y n 0 , y n 1 , . . . , y n T n ] is an fault sample and c n ∈ {1, .., c} its corresponding fault class. An observation y n t ∈ R d of failure sample should consist of the same multimodal features as described in Section II-D1 at time-step t. We aim to diagnose the failure cause after fault event detected, i.e, how to diagnose its corresponding fault classĉ when given a new fault sampleŷ. Here, the sampleŷ is recorded by considering a window_size around the fault occurred moment, e.g. window_size = 2s in this paper, and theĉ is labeled manually during training procedure. According to our practical applications, each fault class is represent by a separate HDP-VAR-HMM as outlined in Section II-B2, where the c is the parameter space for class c. Thus, we can straightforward to estimate the posterior density of parameters p( c )|Y , C) by 
III. INCREMENTALLY TASK EXPLORATION
The task exploration would be acted when both of the fault detection and diagnoses are analysed, which aim to respond the external disturbances from the environmental changes or human intervention in the increasingly human-robot scenarios. To effectively evaluate the exploration, we summarize the faults in a robot system include only two catalogues: accidental faults and persistent faults. In particular, we first diagnose the fault as accidental one at the beginning such that the reverse execution is called. If and only if robot reverse many times (not less than twice) and still couldn't avoid or eliminate the fault, the human interaction is called. Our proposed system would synchronously record the multimodal sensory signals during the process of human-assisted demonstration. That is, a new movement primitive is learned once an exploring demonstration acquired. Then, we heuristically generate a set of synthetic demonstrations for augmenting the learning by appending a multivariate Gaussian noise distribution with mean equal to zeros and covariance equal to ones. Such that the corresponding introspective capabilities are learned and updated when another human demonstration is acquired. Consequently, incrementally learning the introspective movement primitives with few human corrective demonstrations when an unseen fault occurs. It is essential that, although there are only two different exploring strategies when fault occurs, numerous exploring behaviors can be generated according to different fault types and movement behaviors under various circumstances.
A. REVERSE EXECUTION
Reverse execution allows the robot retry the current movement or several movements that independent with the current state for resolving the accidental faults, such as human collision and mis-grasp. The key question is how far back must we revert in the task? To address this, we are currently evaluating different methodologies to learn reverse policies. Ideally, the performing critic is able to include all task-relevant information: the state of the robot, the state of the environment, the affordances of a task, and the relationship between these elements. However, this is not trivial, we are studying whether we could integrate decision making processes from multiple users. It's also difficult to measure the motivation of users to select a given node. Human users might have key awareness of the task that may render them select nodes for different reasons. Expected Utility is an area of study in Risk management [33] . An utility probabilistic model is designed to reflect a users intrinsic motivations, not limited to utility, risk propensity, and the influence in learning within a single decision episode, or across episodes. We expect to present preliminary results at the workshop. An intuitive illustration of reverse execution is presented in Figure 5 . We assume the robot performs the current behavior B i = {N i s , N i g } and an accidental fault F x is detected, where N i s and N i g indicate the starting and goal node, respectively. Subsequently, a new exploring node named R r for responding this fault is autonomously appended to original task graph G as illustrated in Section II-A, that is
As formulated in Equation 20 , the symbol B * = {N * s , N * g } denotes a optimal way that consists of one or more selected movement primitives for retrying under current fault type and behavior situation. So, the critical problem is how to parameterize the transition probability p(T B i ,B * ) given F x and B i when more than one ways to explore. To address this, a statistical distribution is introduced, which the instances are independent identically distributed and belong to a discrete distribution as well as the sum of the transient probabilities of all the samples after a fault occurrence is equal to 1. For these reasons, we define the p(T B i ,B * ) is modelled with a multinomial distribution that the random variables is the respective frequency counted based on human intention when a fault occurs. For example, N F x = (N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N K ) is a frequency distribution of a random variables vector, where K represents the total number of movement primitives that from beginning to current movement B i with fault F x (including the B i ) and N i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K } denotes how many times of movement B i is successfully executed. Therefore, the probability mass function of transition p(T B i ,B * ) is formulated as a multinomial distribution that model a total N = i=K i=1 N i reverse executions, that is, (19) where, θ i indicates the probability of movement primitive B i is selected, which subject to θ i ∈ [0, 1] and K i=1 θ i = 1. Therefore, we use the multinomial distribution not only to intuitively depict the expectation of human intention on the recovery behavior when an abnormal occurrence is detected in human robot interaction scenarios, but also to provide an indirect way to express the intuitive understanding of human for expecting the motion of the robot end-effector, the related manipulation objects as well as the complex relationship between ''human-robot-environment''.
B. HUMAN INTERACTION
Human interaction allows the robot explore the current movement by human-assist demonstration for resolving the persistent faults that can't be restored by reverse execution, such as tool collision and wall collision. The key question is how to fast capture and learn from the interactive demonstration base on the defined task representation. This exploring policy is activated when the system fail more than two times when reverse executions is carried out for resolving the fault F x . The human interaction policy is an another exploring way that through human assisted demonstration when robot encounter a persistent fault. It's essential that synchronously capture the human kinesthetic demonstration that not only the kinematic variables but also the relative coordinate frame (updating the task structure defined in Section II-A by understating the transformation relationship between demonstration and original movement) at each time step. After that, the movement is formulated by the one-shot demonstration method proposed in Section II-C3. In particular, the human interaction policy is not only limited to the originally designed movements, but also can be applied to the exploring movement (reverse execution or human interaction). Theoretically, our system can handle any kinds of failure situation with those aforementioned two exploring policies such that potentially achieve the long-term autonomy during robot manipulation task. Additionally, experiential verification indicates that another problem arises, there are faults also exist in reproducing the human interaction. To address this problem, we introduce a data augmentation method (without detail statement in this paper) for training a new exploring movement and introspective FIGURE 6. Exploring the task via human interaction when a fault event occurs.
model (described in Section II-B2) when the same persistent fault is continuously encountered more than three times in the same (multimodal signals are recorded at each time). Consequently, we can achieve the critical behavior for incrementally addressing the faults by ''exploration of exploration'' and ''fault detection and diagnose in exploration''.
Without loss of generality, an intuitive illustration of human interaction is presented in Figure 6 . We assume the robot performs the current behavior B j = {N j s , N j g } and an accidental fault F y is detected, where N j s and N j g indicate the starting and goal node, respectively. Subsequently, a new exploring node named R A for responding this fault is autonomously appended to original task graph G as illustrated in Section II-A, that is
where, B h indicate the human interactive demonstration B h = {N j s , N h g }, that have the same starting node N j s with movement B j and a new goal node N h g is derived from demonstration. Equipping this exploring movement B h by formulating it using the dynamical movement primitive as described in Section II-C3. Additionally, we define the goal pose (endeffector or joint variables) of demonstration as P that only task kinematic variables into consideration for task exploration. The P can be adapted by the transformation relationship between N j s and N h g , then N h g derived by
As Figure 7 shown a human robot collaborative task is designed in latter experimental verification, where a Baxter robot encounter a persistent fault (wall collision) during transporting object from human-over. In this situation, the robot likely to encounter a fault along the deficient movement (as shown in Figure 7(a) ), and the fault can't be eliminated by reverse execution because of the fixed obstacle (box) on the right hand side of robot. An modulated trajectory should be introduced for updating the original task representation, as shown in Figure 7 (b) a human interactive demonstration for exploring the failure task. Subsequently, a transformation in Equation 21 is derived by learning from interactive demonstration, which can be explored in a new scenario when encounter a same fault, as shown in Figure 7 (c). 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION A. PLATFORM SETUP
To evaluate the proposed method for incremental learning the introspective movement primitives. We designed a HRC task for picking and placing object into a container using Baxter robot and integrated the ROS Indigo 2 and Moveit 3 as the middle-wares in our system. Specifically, a human co-worker is tasked to place a set of 6 objects marked with Alvar tags 4 on the robot's reachable region (located in front of the robot) in a one-at-a-time fashion. The objects may accumulate in a queue in front of the robot once the first object is placed on the table, the robot's left arm camera identifies the object and the robot's right arm picks and places it in a container located to the right of the robot, as shown in Figure 8 . Multiple sensors were installed for effectively sensing the unstructured environment and potential faults in such a kitting experiment. Here, the right arm of Baxter robot is equipped with a 6 degrees of freedom (DoF) Robotiq F/T sensor and 2 Baxter-standard electric pinching fingers, where each finger is further equipped with a multimodal tactile sensor composed of a 4 × 7 taxel matrix that yields absolute pressure values. In addition, Baxter's left hand camera is placed flexibly in a region that can capture objects in the collection bin with a resolution of 1280x800 at 1 fps (we are optimizing pose accuracy and lower computational complexity in the system). The use of the left hand camera facilitated calibration and object tracking accuracy.
After there aforementioned integration, the robot picks each object and transports it towards the container, after which, the robot appropriately places each of the six objects in different parts of the container, several snapshots are visualized in Figure 9 .
In consideration of the redundant features would aggravate computational efficiency and increase false-positive rate (fault occurs even when robot's movement is normal), we perform empirical features extraction on the original observation vector to improve identification performance. Specifically, we compute the norm of both the force n f and the moment n m as features in wrench modality, take the norm of both the Cartesian linear n l and angular n a velocities in velocity modality, and consider the standard deviation for each tactile sensor s l and s r . Therefore, our feature vector y t of length 6 and formulated as y t = [n f , n m , n l , n a , s l , s r ], evolving extracted features of ten nominal executions are illustrated in Figure 10 .
B. PARAMETER SETTINGS AND RESULTS
We need both qualitative and quantitative analysis of the proposed method. To evaluate the whole performance of IMPs in unstructured scenarios with unexpected faults that including both of the accidental and persistent causes. We organized 5 participants as collaborator (one expert user who confidently know this implementation and other four novice users) in our designed kitting experiment. Novice users first learned from the expert to induce fault during robot executions, which would aggravate the external uncertainty and increase the modeling difficulties. During data collection, each participant performed 1 nominal and 6 executions that at least one fault event by placing the set of 6 household objects in a oneby-one fashion. Consequently, totally perform 30 nominal executions and 180 failure executions. We induce the fault manually for each movement primitive, where including but no limited to the Human Collision (HC), Object Slip (OS), Tool Collision (TC), Wall Collision (WC), etc.
We first evaluate the complex task segmentation from twenty whole kinesthetic demonstrations using Bayesian nonparametric methods. As shown in Figure 12 , illustrating the complex task segmentation by learning the underlying dynamics using HDP-VAR-HMM, where each row indicates an independent demonstration and different color represents a specific movement primitive, which no need to guarantee each demonstration have the same segmentation order. After then, we concentrate the ordered hidden state sequence and group them by hidden state transition pair tPair, where the total number of pair is computed using the permutation combination algorithm, i.e. tPairs = C 2 5 A 2 2 = 20, where K is the dimension of hidden space defined in Section II-B2. Thus, the frequency among the possible transition of the learned five movement primitives is illustrated in Figure 13 , where the kitting experiment is definitely begin with movement 2 (clustered by the hidden state 2) and then the successor should be movement 1, subsequent movement is 4 for most cases or movement 3 is the second-choice, and so on. Until now, we can effective learning the complex task representation for a set of nominal unstructured kinesthetic demonstration in a manipulation graph way. With this representation, we can evaluate the following the fault detection, diagnose as well as task exploration, respectively.
According to Section II-D1 and Section II-D2, our proposed movement primitive equipped with two introspective capabilities: fault detection and diagnose, that necessary for endowing robot long-term autonomy and safer collaborative interaction in human-robot collaborative scenarios. Particularly, our fault detection and diagnose are implemented based on the Bayesian nonparametric models proposed in Section II-B2 that using the HDP-VAR-HMM with a first-order autoregressive Gaussian likelihood, each state k has two parameters to be defined: the regression coefficient matrix A k and the precision matrix k as well as the four parameters ν, , V , M of the conjugate prior MNIW are assigned in advance. To guarantee the prior has a valid mean, the degrees-of-freedom variable is set as ν = d + 2 and is set by constraining the mean or expectation of the covariance matrix E[ −1 k ] under the Wishart prior in Equation 5 .
Assume that we record N sequential data for each skill and the length of sequence n ∈ N is T n . Thus, we can easily define the parameter accordingly as
We placed a nominal prior on the mean parameter with mean equal to the empirical mean and expected covariance equal to FIGURE 10. Multimodal signals in kitting task, where the grey represents the invalid robot movements including the adjustment, orientation alignment, reset, etc, other colors are empirically indicated an potential movement primitive along with obvious signals fluctuations.
FIGURE 11.
Visualizing the robot trajectories of reverse execution when accidental faults are detected. As shown, the five normal IMPs is derived by learning from from unstructured demonstrations that successfully performing human-robot collaborative kitting task and the dark-blue trajectories are explored with the maximum probability in our defined reverse policy once the fault detected.
a scalar s F times the empirical covariance, here s F = 1.0. This setting is motivated by the fact that the covariance is computed from polling all of the data and it tends to overestimate mode-specific co-variances. A value slightly less than or equal to 1 of the constant in the scale matrix mitigates the overestimation. Also, setting the prior from the data can move the distribution mass to reasonable parameter space values. The mean matrix M and V are set such that the mass of the Matrix-Normal distribution is centered around stable dynamic matrices while allowing variability in the matrix values (see Section II-B2 for details).
where 0 d and I d are the matrix of all zeros and the identity matrix, respectively, each of size d × d. For the concentration parameters, a Gamma(a, b) prior is set on HDP concentration parameters α. A Beta(c, d) prior is set on the self-transition parameter µ and the degree of self-transition bias κ is set to 50. We choose a weekly informative setting and choose: a = 0.5, b = 5.0, c = 1.0, d = 5.0 (25) where, the initial transition proportion parameter is defined as µ ∼ Beta (1, 10) and the Split-Merge Monte Carlo method sampling parameter maximum iterations is set to 1000. The truncation states number is set to K = 5 for fault detection, and K = 10 for fault diagnose. The fault detection is implemented by comparing the cumulative likelihood L of observed observations, where the fault threshold is calculated from a set of L i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 20} nominal demonstrations, and formulated with the expected cumulative likelihood µ(L) minus the standard deviation σ (L) that multiply by a constant value c. Additionally, the fault diagnose is activated when fault detected, which mainly implemented by comparing the sum of log-likelihood of a failure sample in a supervised fashion, as formulated in Equation 17 . Particularly, we use the K-Folders Cross Validation defined in sklearn 5 (here, K = 3) for model selection, 5 https://scikit-learn.org FIGURE 13. Illustrates the transition frequency among the derived five movement primitives. The hidden state sequences is first taken to extract the movement primitives from a set of demonstrations. A uncompleted manipulation sequence is ordered with 2 → 1 → 0 → 4 → 3 based on the derived sequences. The numbers on the transitions correspond to the transition frequency for weakly representing the task at the beginning, and subsequently strengthening by incremental learning the introspective capabilities and exploration from practical applications.
in which the objective is the accuracy of fault detection with a fixed constant value c = 3.
To achieve the incremental learning introspective movement primitive from unstructured demonstrations, another critical capability would be the task exploration under the unseen and unexpected situation, especially when robot encounter a failure event. As defined in Section III, there are two independent exploring policies: reverse execution and human interaction, are proposed for responding the external accidental and persistent faults, respectively. We test the whole performance in two scenarios for evaluating how to combine the fault detection, fault diagnose, and exploration in practical applications along with the quantitative performance. As illustrated in Figure 11 , a set of collective 3D moving trajectories is presented for evaluating the exploring reverse execution when robot encounter accidental faults. Where the kitting task is first represented by five introspective movement primitives, and then the accidental faults (marked in yellow dots) randomly happened during robot execution, the robot immediately perform the reverse execution (darkblue in color) according the frequency distribution shown in Table 1 .
FIGURE 14.
Visualizing the robot trajectories after human interaction when accidental faults are detected. As shown, the five normal IMPs is derived by learning from from unstructured demonstrations that successfully performing human-robot collaborative kitting task and the dark-blue trajectories are incrementally explored by updated the demonstrated IMP parameters (including the start and goal pose, shape) once the fault detected. Additionally, As illustrated in Figure 14 , a set of collective 3D moving trajectories is presented for evaluating the exploring human interaction when robot encounter an wall collision that is a persistent fault. To evaluate the overall performance after human one-shot interaction, we get a 80.95% success rate when the wall collision induced by repeating the experiment 30 times.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In our previous work, we focus on the robot introspective capabilities in robotics, which only take the kinematic variables into consideration such that the task is restricted to be applied in human-robot collaborative scenarios that generalization (including motion, introspection, and decisionmaking, etc.) as a desirable characteristic. To address this problem, robot movement primitive augmented with introspective capacities IMPs is investigated in this paper, which by associating the generalization, fault detection, fault diagnoses, and task exploration during robot manipulation task. We mainly introduce the IMPs can be acquired by assessing the quality of multimodal sensory data of unstructured demonstrations using a nonparametric Bayesian model, named HDP-VAR-HMM, and IMPs can incremental learning the exploring policy using multimodal distribution and human one-shot modification when robot encounter fault. Particularly, reverse execution and human interaction are two independent policies for task exploration, which proposed to respond the external accidental and persistent fault, respectively. Experimental evaluation on a human-robot collaborative packaging task with a Rethink Baxter robot, results indicate that our proposed method can effectively increase robustness towards perturbations and adaptive exploration during human-robot collaborative manipulation task. We need to emphasize that our method presents a solution for endowing robot with introspection in sense-plan-act control methodology for robot manipulation task.
Recently, we are working on extending IMPs to be more human-like manipulation that including the visual and audial information for human robot collaborative electronic assembly task. We are also investigating the use of variational recurrent autoencoder neural network to facilitate our proposed framework [34] for more complex scenarios.
